One Card Solution

Create professional card designs
Designs can be easily adjusted to your brand
Create your own card design from start to finish. CardsOnline is setup for different types of
organisations in education, corporate, government and events and provides standard
card design templates that can also be adjusted to your own branding.
Logo
Add branding so it is clear the
card holder is from your company.

Photo
Include a student or employee
picture to prevent unauthorized
use of the card.

One Card Solution
Intuitive & Cost efficient

Card holders’ data
Add dynamic data to the card
design, such as the card holders’
first and last name, date of birth
and employee number.

Card orientation

In response to the growing need for efficient and affordable management of ID cards and all
card related activities, ScreenCheck offers CardsOnline, a card management system that
measures up to the increasing demand to issue and manage multifunctional smart cards in an
easy, controlled and cost efficient way.

Set your card design orientation to landscape or portrait.

Card production

Print single or double sided on
PVC cards. Encode cards using
MAG-stripe, Mifare Classic,
Mifare Plus or DESfire.

Barcode

Choose from a wide selection
of barcodes or QR codes to
add to the card design.

Service Portal, a service
for your card holders
Online Card Design

Data & Card Management

Print Management

Create your own card design in
CardsOnline with our intuitive
online Card Designer, that offers
all the functionality you need for
a professional card layout.

A complete overview of all your
imported card holders data ready to
manage. CardsOnline helps achieve
efficiency by improving access for
remote users while streamlining the
data management.

Batch print selected data
records. Manage the inline
encoding and printing process
with the Card Print Manager.

Design a card layout using
shapes, images, place holders,
dynamic text and logos. Save
multiple designs and set
templates ready to use at other
locations.

Card management becomes
effortless with CardsOnline.
Manage and reprint cards, block
lost cards temporarily or permanently with just a couple of clicks.

www.cardsonline.info

Easily encode all available
data directly onto the card,
without adding any steps to
the production cycle: real
inline encoding.

Print and Encode cards
with Card Print Manager
Card Print Manager is the interface
between local printers & CardsOnline.
Card Print Manager will be installed
on the local workstations used for
printing.

Service Portal connects securely to
CardsOnline, allowing card holders to
interact with their card data, send
and receive requests regarding their
cards, upload a new photo and report
a lost or broken card.

Card
Management
System
CardsOnline becomes the link between
the smart card & facility systems in
your organisation
Connections between the facility systems & CardsOnline
are created using custom made data agents & web
services, defined by a data model at the start.
Schedule automatic expiration, re-print cards or block
lost cards with just a couple of clicks.

Quick enrollment &
photo capture using
mobile devices
Capture photos through webcam,
file upload and use automatic
capture & crop functionality

Quick enrollment & photo
capture supported using
mobile devices. Capture
photos through webcam,
file upload, or IntelliTWAIN
with auto-capture &
auto-crop functionality.

Manage issued cards,
the card data & roles
CardsOnline has three default admin
roles and an operator role. Define or
add more roles.
CardsOnline interacts with databases, hardware and other applications.
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Cloud
Solution

An affordable Cloud solution; merging ID related
systems and services into one card management
system, including a production interface
CardsOnline provides two setup options:
Local setup
CardsOnline is installed on the local network of a
customer.
Cloud Solution
More and more people choose the CardsOnline Cloud
Solution. It provides easy access through a web
browser and only requires internet connection. So no
local installation of the software, no maintenance or
expensive infrastructure and knowhow.
Always the latest features and functionality
available. No high investments, just a monthly
subscription fee covering all costs.
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CLOUD
SOLUTION

ANYWHERE
EVERYWHERE

MONTHLY
SUBSCRIPTION

Request a demo
CardsOnline
CardsOnline takes a central role in the
card production and -management of
your organisation and will reduce
costs at the same time
Receive more information and a demonstration of
CardsOnline. Learn more about affordable management of ID cards and all card related activities.

+31 (0) 79 360 1160

Features
Cloud solution
Centralized data management
Connects to existing databases
Advanced user management system
Design your own cards
Import and export data
Single or batch printing
Manage cards at any point in the card life cycle
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